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1. THE RESULTS 
Let w be a weight function defined on (-1, + 1) and let E)“(w, v), 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,.*., be the corresponding sequence of orthonormal polynomials 
with positive leading coefficient. For fE C[-1, +l] let L,(w,f) be the 
Lagrange interpolation polynomial of degree at most n - 1 coinciding with f 
at the zeros of pn(w, .) and let L,*(w,f) be the Lagrange interpolation 
polynomial of degree at most n + 1 coinciding with f at the zeros of the 
polynomial p(t) = (t’ - l)p,(w, t). Further, let w(a,b) be a Jacobi weight 
with a, /i > -1 and 6 a generalized Jacobi weight as defined in [ 31. If u > 0 
is an integrable and not almost everywhere vanishing function, then for 
0 <p < co a distance on the space Cf is given by 
l/max(l.p) 
4.L g),,, = 
[ 
i+ ’ If(t) - dW’ W dt 
-1 I 
R. Askey [ I], G. P. Nevai [ 3 ] and P. Vertesi [ 71 have intensively studied the 
behavior of d(L,(w,f),f),,,. Their results will be used to prove the following 
theorems on the behavior of d(L,*(w,f),f),,p. 
THEOREM 1. (a) Let w = E(a,jl) and u = u . w(a, b) where uE is 
integrable for some E > 1 and u is bounded in some neighborhoods of -1 and 
+l. For everyfE C[-1, +l] we have 
,‘I? W:(W-M”) = 0 
(i) -1 <a,/?<+, a, b > -1, p > 0, 
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(ii) -lip<+-, i a>----, b>-1, 2a>a-G, 
4(a + 1) 
Ocp’ 2a-3 3 
(iii) -l<a<+, p>+, a>-1, 2b>P-G, 
o<p<4(b+l) 
2/I-3 ’ 
(iv) min(a, P) > +-, 2a>a-G, 26>&+, 
O<p<min 2a-3 , 
I 
4(a + 1) 4(b t 1) 
I 2/I-3 ’ 
(b) Conversely, if lim,,, d(L,*(w,f),f) = 0 for all fE C:, then a > i 
(resp. /? > i) and the boundedness of u-’ in a neighborhood of tl (resp. - 1) 
implies p < 4(a t 1)/(2a - 3) (resp. p < 4(b + 1)/(2/I - 3)). 
(c) Further, for every weight w there exists a function f E C[-1, t 1 ] 
and an integrable v such that for every p > 0 L,*(w, f) does not converge to f 
in Ct. 
It would be desirable to say something about the extreme cases p = 
4(a + 1)/(2a - 3) or p = 4(b t 1)/(2b- 3). This is possible in the case 
w = w(a,/?) and u = w(a, b) with the help of 
THEOREM 2. For a > j (resp. /? > t) and p > 4(a t 1)/(2a - 3) (resp. 
p> 4(b + 1)/(2/?- 3)) there exists a continuous function f such that 
d(L,*(w, f), f),., does not converge to 0. 
Remark. A. K. Varma and P. Vertesi [6] have proved the following 
special cases of our Theorem 1: w E {w(f) f ), w(+ , :), w(- f , i), w(- i, i)} 
with v = w(-f, -f). 
2. THE PROOFS 
To prove our theorems we have only to give a suitable representation of 
the interpolation error. Thereafter esults of Nevai [ 31 and Vertesi [ 71 can 
easily be applied. Let x1,x2 ,..., xn be the zeros of pII(w, a) and let 
f(~~X1,X*Y..,Xn9 -1, t 1) be the (n t 2)th divided difference with the nodes 
X1~X2Y..~Xn, -1, -t-l. Then by Newton’s interpolation formula (see [5], p. 22) 
the error can be represented by 
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L,*(w,f, t) -f(t) =f(t,x1 rXZY*~Xn~ -1, +l) ’ (t* - 1) * fi (t-&)e (l) 
i=l 
Putf” =f(., -1, +l) =f, -f, with 
f, (q = L f(t) -f( 1) 
2 t-l 
and 
where f(., - 1, + 1) is the second divided difference off to - 1 and + 1. This 
immediately gives 
d(L,*(w,f),f),.,, = w,(wf*)~f*)~J (2) 
with 5((t) = (1 - t2)p . v(t), and thus Theorem lb can easily be proven by 
application of [3, Theorem 2(i)]. 
To prove Theorem lc we start with the note that the statement there can 
be generalized to any sequence (L,) of bounded linear projection operators. 
Suppose that for everyfE C[-1, +l] and integrable u there is a p > 0 with 
which by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem is equivalent to the uniform boun- 
dedness of 
but this is a contradiction to the well known Harsiladze-Lozinski theorem. 
Hence for the proof of Theorem lc put L, = L,*(w, .). 
Theorem 2 is proven with the help of the theorem in [7]. To prove 
Theorem la we will need the following 
THEOREM [4, Theorem 9.25, p. 1681. Let 1 <p < 03 and let P be a 
polynomial of degree m < const . n. If w - w(a,/3) (that means 0 < c, < 
w/(w(a,j?))<c,)andu(t)=(l -t)“(l +t)YE L$, then 
2 L?(w) I&J I Pki)lp < const . (‘I I P(t)jp u(t) w(t) dt, 
i=l I 
where k:(w), i= 1,2 ,..., n are the weights of the Gauss quadrature formula 
with the nodes xi, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, and weight function w. 
Now let S n _ r(w, f) be the nth partial sum of the Fourier series expansion 
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of f by the polynomials P,Jw, .), k = 0, 1,2,... . By the Banach-Steinhaus 
theorem and the inequality 
d(l,*(w,f),f),,, < const - 4GYWW),.~ for O<p<l, 
it suffices to investigate the boundedness of I[L,*(w, .)llU,p (p > 1) which by 
(2) and the inverse of Holder’s inequality is equivalent o 
.I 
sup sup I L,(wf*, t> s(t) W dt llfll,= 1 Ilgll&q= 1 - 1 
with p-’ + q-’ = 1. (3) 
Four cases have to be considered: 
(i) max(a, B) < 0, 
(ii) a>O,p&O, 
(iii) p>O, a<O, 
(iv) min(a, p) > 0. 
(i) In this case we use f * =f, -f2 and treat the integrals 
J 
.fl 
Uwfj, 1) g(t) W) dt (j= 1,2). 
-I 
Put w,(t) = (1 + t) w(t) and w2 = (1 - t) w(r). Then the integrals become 
J 
.+1 
L,(w,~;, t)(l * t)Sn-1 
-I 
where the positive sign belongs to j= 1 and the negative sign belongs to 
j = 2. The integrand is a polynomial of degree at most 2n - 1 and thus 
Gauss quadrature gives 
Now llfllc = 1 implies I[(1 f t)fi(t)llc < 1 and the quoted theorem of Nevai 
for u z 1 gives the upper bound 
const . sup ,(+I&-, (wj+) G(t)w(t)dt. 
IlGllr= 1 - 1 
(4) 
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Putting G,(t) = G(t)/( 1 + t) and G*(t) = G(t)/( 1 - t) (4) is equal to 
const . sup 
Il~llr= 1 1 
g(t) S,-,(Wj, Gj, t) c(t) df 
- 1 
but the last term is the norm of the linear operator Sn-,(~,i, .) considered as 
a mapping from Li into Lg. 
(ii) Starting with (3) we must consider 
ftlL,(w,f*,f)(l +t)S,-, (w,,$J, w(f)dt 
I 
= 2 rip(W)f*(xi)(l -Xf)(l -Xi)-’ S 
i=l 
We use Nevai’s theorem for u(t) = (1 - t))’ and get the upper bound 
const I sup 
Ilw~= 1 
j+'b (%,$I) G(t)%& 
- 1 
which is equal to 
.’ const . sup 
! 
g(t) Sn-,(wI, G*, t) U”(t) dt 
IlGk= 1 - 1 
with G*(t) = G(t)/(l - t) and this can be estimated as in (i). 
(iii) This case has to be treated similarly to (ii). 
(iv) In this case the integral in (3) becomes 
2 /IF(w)(l -xf)-‘f(&)(l -Xi)S _ w e x. 
i=l 
n ,( yw-> ,) 
and with the help of Nevai’s theorem for u(t) = (1 - t2)-’ we get the upper 
bound 
! 
.+1 
const . sup 
Ikllc= ’ ’ 
L,(WJ-*, t) G(t) 3 dt. 
This leads to the same result as in the other three cases. 
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Now the proof must be finished as the proof of [3, Theorem 1 ] using 
results of V. M. Badkov [2] on the uniform boundedness of the norm of 
Sn(w, *): Lg + L%. 
3. AN APPLICATION 
Put p = 1 and u s 1. Then it is immediately proven 
THEOREM 3. Let Q,*(a,P, .) be the interpolatory quadrature formula, 
where the nodes are the zeros of p(t) = (t* - 1) . p,(w(a, /?), t). Then 
lim Q,*(a, /3,jJ = 1.’ ‘f(t) dt 
n+cc “-I 
for all f E C[-1, +I], ifmax(a,p) < 7/2. 
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